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Abstract

This publication describes the current techniques used by attack-
ers for stealth remote controlling of overtaken hosts. It’s based on the
case study researched in CERT Polska Laboratories. Forensic analysis
of the compromised hosts shows the rootkit functionality and the ca-
pabilities which the rootkit provides attackers with. The publication
outlines also the methods of defense agains rootkits.

1 What is rootkit ?

Atack on the system comprises several parts. The first part is to gain
the remote access to the system. If the compromised account is the
regular user account, the attacker will then want to compromise the
superuser account. If he’s successful, the attacker reomves the tracks
leading to him and installs backdoor, which gives him the ability to
access the system in any time in the future. Rootkit is the toolkit
which gives the attacker the ability to accomplish the last stage of the
attack - hiding his presence and installing backdoor.

1.1 Functionality

In the terms of functionality, the following parts may be pointed out:

• installing part, which is hooking the rootkit in the appropiate
in the operating system after the intrusion has taken place and
ensures the rootkit the means to survive after the system restart
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• hiding part ensuring the attacker invissibility to the system ad-
ministrator

• backdoor part giving the attacker the command shell in any time

• sniffing part which can sniff the informations traversing various
part of the operating system

1.2 Applicability

Rootkits are usually used in the Internet for the illegal activities -
where the attacker wants to use the new owned host and doesn’t want
the administrator to know about it. They are often being applied
by the script kiddies during the colletion of botnet agents. Orga-
nized crime uses them to hide the servers hosting the fake websites
(phishing). Because of their masquerading capabilities, rootkit can
by very helpful for somebody wanting to steal the information (spy-
ing). Instead of trying to break a complicated cryptogrphic algorithm,
rootkit can easily bypass the encryption and hook to the system in
place where the information runs unencrypted (before or after being
encrypted). One can even imagine the situation, where rootkit is used
by the defender in setting up a honeypot, to mask his activity to the
attacker.

1.3 Evolution

In the past, simple modifications to standard configuration files were
used instead of rootkits. For example, additional account with the
rights of administrator could serve as a primitive backdoor as well
as an instant root shell on some of the ports (handled by the inted

daemon). As a tool to hide the presence and clean up the logs, regular
UNIX commands (such as tail and grep) could be used. The second
step in rootkit evolution was ”trojanizing” the standard binaries in the
system (such as ps, netstat, ls), which were hiding the processes,
files and sockets on the reqeust of attacker. As a backodr, a fake
sshd daemon could be used, with a hardcoded special password for
the attacker, and password stealing was handled by the ssh client,
writing every password to some file (which name was choosen not to
attrack the administrator). The popular rootkits at that time were
t0rnkit or LKR. The next step was, the most popular at the time of
this writing, the rootkits in kernel mode. Installation of this type of
rootkits is done thorugh infection of the live kernel. Functionality is
similar to the rootkits replacing the binaries, but it can be applied
without replacing the binaries and covers all the processes in user
space. There is a lot of rootkits of that type nowadays, theay are
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available for all the popular operating systems. The popular examples
are SucKIT[1], Knark and Adore-NG on Linux, Adore on Linux and
FreeBSD, thebsdk under FreeBSD and solk5 on Solaris. There are
also rootkits in MS Windows operating systems. The case study covers
one of the most popular Linux kernel rootkit in the wild - SucKIT

version 1.3a.

2 Case study - SucKIT

The case study is divided in four parts, respectively to the functional-
ities pointed out in section 1.1. Forensic analysis of several hard disks
in CERT Polska Laboratories aimed to discover the attackers’ network
topology of compromised hosts, backtrace the connections performed
between the hosts of this network and identify all the source IP ad-
dresses of the attackers. Most of the components of rootkit leave some
traces, which in connection with reverse enginneering of its code allow
to discover a lot of important facts happened during the incident. In
the following subsections, SucKIT rootkit is described and how the
backtraces left by it can be interpreted to reconstruct the incident.

2.1 Installation

SucKIT is not installed via the loadable kernel modules, which makes
it different than the other rootkits. It is installed in a very tricky
way, modifying directly the kernel physical memory by operating on
/dev/kmem device (this device is used by the UNIX kernels to export
their physical memory content). The rootkit doesn’t need any symbols
exported by the kernel - all the needed structures and function are
determined by the heuristic algorithms. Thanks to that the rootkit
can be loaded to the kernel with the disabled loadable kernel module
support. Moreover, the very same binary can be lodaed to different
kernel versions, and even to different kernel major versions (2.2 and
2.4). At the end of the installation process the rootkit copies itself into
the /sbin/init, moving the original init binary to different place.
It’s the rootkit’s way to survive the system restart. Figure 1 shows
the output of ls and strings commands performed on the laboratory
machine, with one of the infected disks connected to it.

2.1.1 Side effects

Side effects of the rootkit’s installation process could be very danger-
ous because of the way rootkit is injected into the kernel. For example,
rootkit isn’t written with the support of multiprocessor architectures
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[root@cert cartman]# ls -l sbin/init*

-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 36848 kwi 29 22:54 /sbin/init

-rwxr-xr-x 1 root root 29852 lip 12 21:42 /sbin/initsk12

[root@cert cartman]# strings sbin/init

(...)

Hello, dear friend

I have two news for you. Bad one and the bad one:

First, it seems that someone installed rootkit on your system...

Second, is the fact that I can’t execute (errno=%d) original

/sbin/init binary!

And reason why I am telling you this is that I can’t live without

this file. It’s just kinda of symbiosis, so, boot from clean floppy,

mount root fs and repair /sbin/init from backup.

(and install me again, if you like :P)

Best regards,

your rootkit .. Have a nice day!

Figure 1: The result of ls and strings commands performed offline on the

connected compromised harddisk reveals the rootkit

(like SMP). Figure 2 shows some of the recovered logs (Apache www
server and syslog) from one of the compromised machines. We can
observe the attacker compromising the system using the remote code
execution vulnerability in OpenSSL library (CAN-2002-0656). Eight
minutes later, the attacker gains the administrative access by using the
vulnarability related to ptrace() function (CAN-2003-0127). Three
minutes after that, the attacker tries to install SucKIT, which leads to
the Linux kernel oops 1

2.2 Hiding

Important functionality of the rootkit is to remain undiscovered by the
administrator. SucKIT ensures the attacker hiding the files beginning
with the special set of characters defined during the compilation (by
default, this prefix is sk12). Thus, the file /sbin/initsk12 on figure 1
was invissible for the compromised system. From the user standpoint,
nothing was changed - there is still only one /sbin/init file containing
normal system code.

1Oops in the UNIX systems is a serious error in the kernel’s runtime, usually caused by
hardware errors or programming bugs in the kernel itself. In this case, the error is caused
by the delibarate unauthorized change to the kernel structures. Although it is possible to
continue running the system, it is likely to cause future problem of the same type, or even
the system crash.
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[Mon Jun 05 11:58:12 2004] [error] mod_ssl: SSL handshake failed (server

5.5.5.5:443, client 6.6.6.6) (OpenSSL library error follows)

[Mon Jul 05 11:58:12 2004] [error] OpenSSL:

error:1406908F:lib(20):func(105):reason(143)

Jun 05 12:06:17 cartman kernel: request_module[net-pf-14]: waitpid(11107,...)

failed, errno 1

Jun 05 12:09:55 cartman kernel: invalid operand: 0000

Jun 05 12:09:55 cartman kernel: ipsec ip_nat_ftp nls_iso8859-1 nls_cp437 vfat

Jun 05 12:09:55 cartman kernel: CPU: 0

Jun 05 12:09:55 cartman kernel: EIP: 0010:[<c503058e>] Not tainted

Jun 05 12:09:55 cartman kernel: EFLAGS: 00010283

Jun 05 12:09:55 cartman kernel: EIP is at ___strtok_R29805c13 [] 0x4cc155a

(2.4.18-3)

Jun 05 12:09:55 cartman kernel: eax: 0000003b ebx: c6c32000 ecx: 00000019

edx: 00000018

Jun 05 12:09:55 cartman kernel: esi: c503058d edi: 0804cc99 ebp: bfffdafc

esp: c6c33fc0

Jun 05 12:09:55 cartman kernel: ds: 0018 es: 0018 ss: 0018

Jun 05 12:09:55 cartman kernel: Process sk (pid: 11484, stackpage=c6c33000)

Jun 05 12:09:55 cartman kernel: Stack: c0108923 0000326d 00000019 00000028

c503058d

Jun 05 12:09:55 cartman kernel: 0000002b 0000002b 0000003b 0804939f

00000023

Jun 05 12:09:55 cartman kernel: Call Trace: [<c0108923>] system_call [kernel]

0x33

Jun 05 12:09:55 cartman kernel: Code: ff ff ff 89 c1 a1 00 00 00 00 83 c4 10

89 41 14 a1 00 00 00

Figure 2: Fragments of recovered Apache and syslog log files containing traces

of every three steps of an attack described in section 1

SucKIT can also hide the processes with the defined PIDs 2 di-
rectly in the /proc 3 filesystem. The network connections are hidden
by cutting some of the lines in certain files in /proc filesystem (like
/proc/net/tcp), therefore netstat tool will not display these net-
work connections. Figure 3 shows one syscall’s way when invoked
by the process. Dotted line shows the changes made to the kernel
by SucKIT. The code cheks, if there is a need to hide the file during
open() system call. If so, the kernel returns an error, even if the

2PID of the process is its unique identifier in the system
3In the /proc filesystem, the UNIX kernel exports various system information, includ-

ing the information about running processes, which in turn is read by the system tools
like ps, invoked by the user.
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file exists in the filesystem. It is worth pointing out that the rootkit
doesn’t modify the system call table directly. Thanks to this, it can
remain undiscovered by the tools like KSTAT [16], which are checking
the system call table integrity.

IDT

user mode

kernel mode

sys_call_table[]

int 0x80

libc.so

sys_open()

process

open()

open_namei()

....rootkit
code

sct_subverted[]

open_namei()

Figure 3: The way system call is performed in an SucKIT infected Linux

kernel

2.2.1 Side effects

The side effect of file hiding is the fact that they are not really hidden.
If somebody knows the file name, he can easily open it, and in the case
of directory, he can cd to it, as shown in figure 4. Figure 5 shows a
fragment of system log file found on most of the analysed hard disks,
with a lot of modprobe4 messages saying that it could not load a

4modprobe utility is used to load the kernel modules into the running kernel
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# ls /proc | grep 31337

#

# cd /proc/31337

#

Figure 4: Side effects of hiding capabilities of SucKIT

# ls -l /dev

(...)

Jun 20 07:37:06 cartman modprobe: modprobe: Can’t locate module block-major-8

Jun 20 07:37:13 cartman modprobe: modprobe: Can’t locate module block-major-11

Jun 20 07:37:15 cartman modprobe: modprobe: Can’t locate module char-major-45

Jun 20 07:42:40 cartman modprobe: modprobe: Can’t locate module block-major-30

Jun 20 07:42:40 cartman modprobe: modprobe: Can’t locate module block-major-41

(...)

Figure 5: Side effects of redirecting the access to /sbin/init

module into the kernel. They are dated on each day early morning. It
turned out, that they were the traces of updatedb5 program, executed
in the most UNIX systems as a cron service. This is caused by the
fact, that in every redirected system call concerning the file system
operation, rootkit checks if the argument is /sbin/init. The author
implemented it in the way that it requires opening the file to compare
these strings. As an effect, even the lstat system call causes opening
the file in argument, which in consequences causes that ls -l /dev

system call results in very intensive log entries similar to these in figure
5. So the early morning execution of updatedb as a cron service was
causing the attempt to load module associated with every entry in
the /dev tree, because that service is collecting the data about every
file name in the filesystem. This effect was apparently corrected in
SucKIT version 1.3b.

2.3 Backdoor

This part of the rootkit was invaluable to the incident recovery process
giving a lot of information to the analysis. Backdoor functionality is
implemented as a regular user process, but is covered by the kernel

5It is a program to update the slocate program database in the UNIX systems.
slocate or locate is used for fast file search in the directories, and it maintains its
own caching database.
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part to remain invissible. Backdoor is listening on a raw socket 6 and
is checking any tcp packets against the attacker identification attempt.
If so, a callback port number is taken out from the same tcp packet,
and then the backdoor calls back to the attacker’s IP address and port
(figure 6. The callback mechanism allows the attacker to bypass the
inbound firewall rules.

blackhat victim

it’s me, callback me on port 31337

blackhat victim

 sha1(sha1(pass)) port

22

31337 ok, it’s you, I’m giving you a shell

sha1 + xor (output feedback)

Figure 6: The way the attacker connects to the backdoor in SucKIT

2.3.1 Side effects

The side effects of this mechanism are obvious. Some daemons will log
the connection attempts to the backdoor. A sniffer could also log such
packets. And this is the key point in tracking the intruders. The upper
part of figure 7 shows the connection attempts to the backdoor, using
listening sshd daemon. But this is not enough to influence anything.
This could be even a port scan.

An accindent came across to help us with our investigation. The
administrator of one of the analysed machines installed the tool named
tcpspy. It turned out, that this is a simple tool which logs every con-
nection coming into the machine, but it doesn’t distinguish between
incoming and outgoing connections. It is based on a simple kernel
module which sees the connection being hidden by the backdoor to
the regular userspace. Figure 7 shows logged tcp connection. We can
infer, that this is an incoming connection, because we’ve seen the con-
nection to the sshd daemon shown above, and local port logged by the
tcpspy is port 22. The log shows that the remote system has allocated

6Raw socket can receive all the packets coming over on all the host interfaces, regardless
the protocol and process binding.
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Jun 15 03:30:04 cartman sshd[5260]: Did not receive identification

string from 2.2.2.2

Jun 15 03:30:04 cartman tcpspy[918]: connect: user root,

local 1.1.1.1:ssh, remote 2.2.2.2:4036

Jun 15 03:30:04 cartman tcpspy[918]: connect: user root,

local 1.1.1.1:1032, remote 2.2.2.2:4035

Jun 15 03:30:05 cartman tcpspy[918]: disconnect: user root,

local 1.1.1.1:ssh, remote 2.2.2.2:4036

Jun 15 03:30:13 cartman tcpspy[918]: disconnect: user root,

local

Figure 7: Log traces of backdoor connection attempts

port 4035, which the backdoor is supposed to callback before the con-
nection has been made (because the callback port number is one less
than the source ”triggering” port - 4036). The last fragment of the log
shows the disconnection of the intruder. Also the outgoing connection
could be observed in the same way (there will be no sshd trace, and
the incomming and outgoing ports will be reversed). These facts alto-
gether gives enough information to create a script which parses the log
files, giving as an ouptut a list of the machines, dates and durations
of the sessions with the backdoor (figure 8). Based on this, a graph
can be created, showing the connections between the machines (9).
The list allowes us also to find out the other hosts, which compromise
was not discovered yet (dotted line in figure 9). Analysing the disks
coming from the other compromised hosts revealed that there was no
such clear traces on them (tcpspy utility was unfortunately installed
on only one of them). But knowing the information we knew so far, we
could already determine the attackers’ connections - figure 10 shows
the other sshd log trace, this time logging the whole rootkit authen-
tication packet, and below the net-snmp package and the postfix mail
transport agent log (unfortunately, the popular Apache log server will
not log such a connection). These traces by themselves don’t provide
sufficient indication of connecting to the backdoor, but the fact, that
we know about the connections were being made from the tcpspy in-
stalled machine to this IP, gives us the likely hypothesis, that it was in
fact the connection to the backdoor. Given that information, we can
draw another connections on our graph, we end up with the figure 11.
Now we can see the one host from which the connections were made
(and no connection were made toward this host). That is very impor-
tant information, which can move us closer to the attacker’s source.
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(...)

Jun 10 21:53:57 - Jun 10 21:54:47 1.1.1.1 <= 2.2.2.2

Jun 15 03:08:32 - Jun 15 03:08:44 1.1.1.1 <= 2.2.2.2

Jun 15 03:30:04 - Jun 15 03:30:13 1.1.1.1 <= 3.3.3.3

Jun 15 04:54:16 - ??? ?? ??:??:?? 1.1.1.1 <= 3.3.3.3

Jun 15 04:54:25 - ??? ?? ??:??:?? 1.1.1.1 => 4.4.4.4

Jun 15 14:23:49 - Jun 15 16:37:57 1.1.1.1 => 4.4.4.4

Jun 15 16:38:10 - Jun 15 19:51:24 1.1.1.1 => 4.4.4.4

Jun 15 19:15:13 - Jun 15 22:04:51 1.1.1.1 => 4.4.4.4

Jun 15 22:07:10 - Jun 15 22:07:33 1.1.1.1 => 3.3.3.3

Jun 15 22:07:50 - Jun 16 01:30:43 1.1.1.1 => 3.3.3.3

Jun 16 01:41:09 - Jun 16 01:42:49 1.1.1.1 => 4.4.4.4

Jun 19 21:02:45 - Jun 19 22:13:33 1.1.1.1 <= 4.4.4.4

Jun 19 21:02:56 - Jun 19 21:22:41 1.1.1.1 => 6.6.6.6

(...)

Figure 8: The output of a script parsing the logs gives us the exact list of

machines, dates and durations of the connections to the backdoor

2.4 Sniffing

Sniffing of applications and users is realized through hooking at func-
tions which handle the terminals and pseudo-terminals (which are
implemented as kernel drivers in UNIX systems). The special file is
being created and made( invissible by the hiding part of course) and
fragments of terminal sessions are being logged to this file (the rootkit
chooses the processes by comparing their names to defined strings like
login, ssh, ftp, passwd). The sniffings ends after password was typed
by a user. In this way, the intruders may capture all the passwords to
the machines they were logging in from the compromised host. Figure
12 shows, how powerful and dangerous a rootkit may be.

2.5 Case study - summary

As a result of the investigation, we were able to discover a lot of
infected machines the criminals were controlling. Graphs allowed us
to trace, which machines the connection were coming from, which
machines were so-called stepping stones just for deceiving purposes,
and which were the real targets. The real targets served then to
commit a large phishng crime. One of them served to host a phished
banking website and were capturing the login credentials to steal the
login and password and send them to an e-mail account, and then were
redirecting the user to the real banking site, so the user had to type
the login and password twice (which is not usually alerting the user
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cartman
1.1.1.1

kenny
2.2.2.2

kyle
2.2.2.2

stan
3.3.3.3

chief
4.4.4.4

ike
5.5.5.5

Figure 9: Machines involved in the incident and the connections between

them discovered by the log parsing process from one of the analysed hosts.

Jun 18 23:23:44 kyle net-snmp[16230]: [smux_accept] accepted fd 8 from

3.3.3.3:3048

Jun 19 14:53:04 ike postfix/smtpd[2745]: connect from stan[6.6.6.6]

Jun 19 14:53:04 ike postfix/smtpd[2745]: lost connection after CONNECT from

stan[6.6.6.6]

Jun 19 14:53:04 ike postfix/smtpd[2745]: disconnect from stan [6.6.6.6]

Jun 20 00:15:17 chief sshd[18727]: Bad protocol version identification

’ksz!@#$%^kszksz@#$%#%$’ from 5.5.5.5

Figure 10: Other traces in the log of different services after the connection

with the backdoor has taken place.

because he thinks a temporary problem with the connection occured).
The other target hosts were the compromised ISP gateway routers and
access servers with modified NAT rules so that they were redirecting
the requests toward the bank IP server address, to the phishing servers
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cartman
1.1.1.1

kenny
2.2.2.2

kyle
2.2.2.2

stan
3.3.3.3

chief
4.4.4.4

ike
5.5.5.5

Figure 11: Extended graph of the connections between compromised hosts.

A host from which only the outgoing connections was being made can be

seen.

for the first connection attempted (the first http traffic was redirected,
then the https traffic was passed to the real bank server. Fortunately
for the attackers, the banking site was disabling the browser address
bar so the https prefix was invissible to the user). The details of this
crime, althought very intersenting, are out of scope of this document.
We combined all the tracks traversed through various stepping stones
by correlating the logs on many analysed hard disks, with the exact
dates and durations (figure 13).

The graphs showed in this article were created just to show the way
the crime was commited and the way we have investigated this issue.
In reality, the number of hosts involved in this scam was much bigger.
It is worth to mention that many administrators of compromised hosts
were not aware of the fact of compromise, they found it out after they
were informed about the fact that their IP addresses were invloved in
the crime.
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[root@cert cartman]# cat usr/share/locale/sk/.sk12/.sniffer

/usr/bin/ssh ofiara@chief :

ofiara@chief’s password: uteroodl34

/usr/bin/ssh admin@kyle :

admin@kyle’s password: omanthir12

/bin/login root :

Password: rsemones65

/usr/bin/passwd :

(current) UNIX password: met3herman

Figure 12: Hidden file containing the user names and passwords to the ser-

vices on hosts their were logging from the SucKIT infected machine

cartman
1.1.1.1

kenny
2.2.2.2

kyle
2.2.2.2

stan
3.3.3.3

chief
4.4.4.4

ike
5.5.5.5

Figure 13: The tracks traversed by the attackers to log in to the real targets.

3 How to defend

There are three methods of the defensive tactics which can be de-
ployed:
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• preventative - which addreses the ways to deny the rootkit in-
stallation after the succesful compromise of the system

• detective - which addreses detection of rootkits in the case the
system is being suspected of compromise

• reactive - which addreses the way to remove rootkit from the
system

3.1 Prevention

There is a couple of methods to secure a system against rootkit in-
stallation. The below mentioned methods concern protecting the op-
erating system kernel such as even the supruser is unable to modify
the code and kernel structures.

• disabling the support of loadable kernel modules (for example
during the kernel compilation) and disabling the access to /dev/kmem
and /dev/mem devices (for example by using capability bounding

set [6] on Linux platform and the high enough securelevel [7] on
*BSD platforms

• MAC (Mandatory Acess Control); a security policy allowing for
maximum privilege reduction of processes in the system. The
following project are working on these solution: SELinux[8],
LIDS[9] and grsecurity[10] for Linux (where SELinux is incorpo-
rated into the 2.6 kernel series), TrustedBSD[12] for the *BSD
systems family, and the variation of Solaris system called Trusted
Solaris[13]

• Host IDS/IPS systems: anti-rootkit kernel module StMichael [19]

Besides, there are network monitoring and blocking systems observ-
ing the host from the network perspective and inspecting the traffic
coming in and out of the host:

• Network IDS systems: monitoring the connection made from and
to the host

• strict firewall policy: restricting unnecesary outgoing traffic

Detailed analysis of the above mentioned methods is out of scope of
this publication, more information can be found in the appropiate
references.

3.2 Detection

If there is a real suspicion that the machine has been compromised, the
appropiate defensive techniques should be applied to detect the poten-
tial rootkit. If there is a very high demand on the system availability,

14
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there might be no possibility to shutdown the system. The only op-
tion for that case is the live system analysis. Deticated anti-rootkit
software is very helpful in that case, of which the most popular are
chkrootkit [4] and Rootkit Hunter [5]. It is important to know that theo-
retically rootkit can be even totally undetectable for the userland - the
mentioned packages apply various mistakes of rootkits’ authors, some
small side effects which can be spotted in the userland. chkrootkit

for example can detect hidden processes by the bruteforce method,
trying to enter the directories of all possible PIDs of processes in the
/proc system, and then comparing the results with the /proc system
directory listing (figure 47). The live system investigation method can
reveal the rootkit, but there will be no assurance the rootkit is not
installed.

The assurance can be obtained by the dead (offline) system inves-
tigation. This method however involves the service unavailability for
some time. The investigation is commenced after the system shutdown
and connecting it to an investigator’s machine. There are some ded-
icated live Linux CD-bootable distributions to perform the analysis
right after inserting the CD into the supsected machine (for example
Helix [14], Fire[15]). [3] contains the test and rating of various rootkit
detection toolkits.

3.3 Removal

If the detecion of rootkit gives a positive result, the next step would
be to perform removal of the rootkit from the system. However, if
the concern is to gather the information about the intrusion and find
the liable person, the investigator should seize and secure the evidence
(including performing the copy of hard disks to images) or perform
the investigation himself. There is a couple of tools available to do
the job, these worth mentioning are The Sleuthkit and Autopsy [11]
(both included on the two mentioned bootable Linux CDs) and the
commercial products like Encase Forensic Edition.

To remove the rootkit, a clean backup copy of the system is re-
quired to perform the restore operation. Another option is to build the
system from scratch. The important issue is to remember the sniffing
capabilities of rootkits ( subsection 2.4) changing all the password to
system account across the whole network is a must.

7In the newest 2.6 Linux kernel series and in the 2.4 kernel series with The Native Posix
Thread Library which comes with Red Hat and Fedora Core distributions threads are
implemented in the way making chkrootkit reporting hidden processes. Therefore, before
raising an alarm one should carefully check what kernel is the subject of investigation.
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4 The future

The most popular UNIX rootkits are developed under the GPL li-
cence. This causes the development very fast and dynamic, everyone
can take the code and do some modifications to it (the rootkit codes
are mostly very well commented as well). The present antihacking
systems are becoming inefficient against the newest rootkits. For ex-
ample. the Adore-NG rootkit is indetectable by the tools checking the
filesystem integrity (like Tripwire[17] or aide[18]8 and performing the
kernel syscall table structures integrity checks (SucKIT is immune to
that kind of detection methods - see figure 3).

The good example could be developing a tool similar to the way
Tripwire or aide works, which monitors the filesystem integrity, but
with its own implementation of the file system structures in the user-
land (allowing independent monitoring file system metadata reading
disk on a sector by sector basis). To evade this detection, rootkit
would have to manipulate the hard disk device driver to hide particu-
lar disk sectors, which seems to be too complicated as of this writing,
but maybe in the future ... or maybe just right now ?

8SucKIT could be detected due to an author’s mistake. One of unintetntional side
effects of redirecting the user processes to a false /sbin/init file ‘(subsection 2.2) is the
inode change of that file[3].
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